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Fall Expo: hard work by planners = value for all

Anyone who has attended the 
Minnesota Fall Maintenance 

Expo can certainly understand and 
appreciate the work that goes into 
planning the two-day event. For 
more than 20 years, the expo has 
shared the latest tools and tech-
niques for fall and winter mainte-
nance with transportation workers 
and officials. Representatives from 
16 states have attended the expo, 
as well as transportation plan-
ning officials from three American 
Indian reservations and even a 
couple Canadian provinces. 
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Spring Expo to feature truck-
weight compliance training
The 2009 Spring Maintenance Training Expo will be held 
April 14 and 15 at the St. Cloud Civic Center. “The registra-
tion fee remains low and will remain low while providing 
quality workshops and presenters,” says Mindy Carlson, 
Minnesota LTAP’s training coordinator.

The expo will begin with opening remarks by Tom 
Sorel, the commissioner of the Minnesota Department of 
Transportation (Mn/DOT). He will be followed by a cer-
emony honoring Minnesota LTAP’s Roads Scholar graduates. 

One of the concurrent sessions will be a condensed ver-
sion of the truck-weight compliance training that Minnesota 
LTAP offers in partnership with Northland Technical College 
and Mn/DOT State Aid. (See www.mnltap.umn.edu/About 
/Programs/TruckWeight to learn more about this program.) 
Other concurrent sessions will address a range of topics:

Cultural diversity: a primer on connecting with 
different communities
Did you know that if the world population 
were reduced to 100 people, 61 of them would 
be from Asia, 12 from Europe, 13 from Africa, 
and 14 from the Western Hemisphere? Or that 
only 7 would speak English? How about the 
69 people who would practice a religion other 
than Christianity?

When our world is shrunk to the size of a 
village, it’s easy to appreciate how diverse our 
fellow coworkers, friends, and neighbors are. 
And indeed, the world is getting smaller. New 
technologies are bringing faraway lands straight 
to our desktop, companies are importing and 
exporting to foreign countries, and employers 

more than ever are hiring international staff to 
better serve the diverse population. 

That’s why it’s so important to under-
stand how to interact appropriately with 
internationally diverse groups no matter the 
situation. 

For several months, Tracy Smith from 
the human services division of the City of 
Bloomington has trained hundreds of city 
employees, including many engineers and 
transportation experts, on how to work with 
clients who come from different backgrounds. 
Besides translating important phrases like 
“Please stay off the hot asphalt” in Spanish, 

• NPDES phase II BMPs
• Native planting care and 

maintenance
• Roadside benefits and 

roadside hazards
• Street sweeping best 

practices

• Sign retroreflectivity
• Job site hazard prevention
• Healthy tree 10-step 

program
• Disaster response
• Mowing techniques
• Concrete rehabilitation

In the closing session, corporate trainer and entertainer 
Stevie Ray will give a high-energy, interactive lesson on 
building winning work relationships that will have the audi-
ences laughing and learning.

Vendors from a variety of companies will also display and 
demonstrate equipment during the expo.

Township, city, county, state, and Tribal maintenance 
operators and supervisors, plus transportation and research 
implementation personnel, are encouraged to attend.

Sponsors are Minnesota LTAP, the Minnesota Local Road 
Research Board, Mn/DOT, the Minnesota Public Works 
Association, and the Minnesota Street Superintendents 
Association. The event is facilitated by the College of 
Continuing Education at the University of Minnesota.

Look for the expo brochure in the mail shortly or visit  
www.mnltap.umn.edu/expo. LTAP
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oPeRations

The public works sector has a tough job on its 
hands. With little money, reduced staff, and rising 
costs, officials remain responsible for maintaining a 
crumbling infrastructure of roads and bridges. The 
task has become yet more difficult as environmental 
concerns become increasingly important. 

The 2008 Minnesota Public Works Association 
fall workshop, held November 19, offered practical 
ideas for green fleets and fuel management that can 
help control costs while providing equal, if not bet-
ter, quality services.

Green fleets: alternative fuels
The use of alternative fuels is part of the big pic-
ture in environmental strides that the transporta-
tion sector must make in the very near future. 
Fleet managers must not only consider use of 
alternative fuels, but also determine the most cost-
effective way to purchase or retrofit vehicles that 
can operate efficiently using these fuels.

Kevin Fareri, fleet acquisitions administrator for 
the City of San Antonio, Texas, has experience oper-
ating a green fleet. But before presenting the “how,” 
Fareri outlined the “why” by providing some facts 
about the impact the transportation sector has on 
the environment. “The transportation sector’s use 
of conventional fuels is a major contributor to seri-
ous health and other problems,” he said, “including 
dirty air, global warming, and energy dependence.” 
According to Fareri, 69 percent of U.S. oil consump-
tion is for the transportation sector.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
sets the standards for vehicle emissions. Thirty-four 
states do not meet these health standards, and 474 
counties have “non-attainment” status. 

The EPA mandates use of reformulated gas and 
cleaner diesel fuel. Diesel fuel use can be cleaned 
up by retrofitting or replacing vehicles, but cur-
rently these are voluntary programs. Since 2006, 
new standards have been in place for use of 
ultra low sulfur diesel fuel; these standards were 
increased in 2007 and additional requirements will 
be in place by 2010.

Since 2005, the EPA has allowed alternative com-
pliance through demonstrated fuel savings and off-
sets. This paved the way for use of alternative fuels 
and, according to Fareri, several fuels have found 
a niche market, but “economics and non-invasive 
use have created fleet favorites.” He said that use of 
biodiesel and ethanol is growing while hydrogen 
remains experimental and propane, electric, and 
methanol are “all but dead.”

Of the biodiesel fuels, B5, B6, and B20 are clean-
burning substitutes made from vegetable oil. 
Biodiesel fuel is non-toxic, requires no infrastruc-
ture or added vehicle costs, and adds lubricity to 

engines. Disadvantages of biodiesel include higher 
cost, a poor distribution system, and faster dete-
rioration. Ethanol costs less, is easy to use, and is 
renewable, but availability is poor and cold weather 
problems can occur.

Fareri noted that the choice of alterative fuels 
must also be based on the cost of vehicles (either 
replacement or retrofitting), maintenance of those 
vehicles, refueling issues, and infrastructure. 
Operational issues to think about include availabil-
ity of vehicles, range and cargo requirements, and 
infrastructure availability. Analysis of these factors 
will guide fuel decisions for use of light, medium, 
and heavy-duty vehicles. 

Hybrid electric vehicle technology and economics
Selection of the right type of vehicle for the 
intended use and fuel choice requires know-
ing what types of vehicles are available and how 
they work. The two basic vehicle types available, 
according to Fareri, are the hybrid and the full 
hybrid. He said that, in the near future, vehicle 
choices will expand to clean diesels; compressed 
natural gas rather than gasoline engines; biodiesel 
and E85 (ethanol); plug-in hybrids; and hydraulic 
hybrid refuse trucks.

For a fleet manager or anyone buying mainte-
nance vehicles, the economics of hybrids can be 
hard to sort out. On one hand, fuel savings, higher 
re-sale value, possible tax incentives, and less envi-
ronmental impact heavily favor purchase of such 
vehicles. However, hybrids have higher incremen-
tal costs, limited availability, and higher insurance 
costs, and are often only available with high-
option packages. What’s more, long-term mainte-
nance and repair costs are uncertain because the 

technology is new. Fareri suggested doing a life-
cycle analysis of a vehicle when purchasing, “but 
remember that a number of factors like changes in 
gas prices, resale market, and tax incentives will 
change the life-cycle analysis results.”

Fareri noted that in San Antonio hybrid cars 
are not being used because the mileage isn’t high 
enough to justify the cost. He purchased six-cyl-
inder Impalas for the police force but found that 
police objected to them, not because of less power 
with the six cylinders but because interior space 
was uncomfortable with all the equipment police 
wear or carry. Fareri hopes to see future cost savings 
through the purchase of a life-cycle analysis tool, 
which will indicate the best time to replace vehicles. 

No matter what type of vehicle or fuel is used, 
Fareri stressed that other techniques can and 
should be used to maximize fuel efficiency. Lower 
highway speeds, properly inflated tires, gradual 
starts and stops, reduced idling and accessory use, 
and grouping together short trips are all good ways 
to reduce fuel use. 

Fleet management: an overview
When is the best time to maintain and eventu-
ally replace vehicles? Those decisions are based 
on either hour meter or odometer readings, which 
are usually taken at refueling. Because such infor-
mation is so critical to making maintenance and 
replacement decisions, Fareri highlighted the need 
to examine the accuracy and use of fueling sys-
tems. “Some systems are plagued by errors that 
have to be corrected daily by fleet staff,” he said, 
“which is a waste of time for both fleet staff and 
operators.” He also cited an example of fueling that 
is done by handing the pump from one vehicle to 
the next without ending a transaction first, which 
inputs incorrect time and mileage information.

Fleet managers also have to deal with fluctua-
tions in the cost of fuels, often affected by events 
well beyond what a fleet manager can anticipate. 
Fareri again emphasized basic fuel efficiency mea-
sures and added a few other options: use only the 
octane level required by the vehicle; use a tire pres-
sure monitor; remove unnecessary weight; do pre-
ventive maintenance; and use telematics to change 
driver behavior. Telematics help optimize routes, 
minimize fast starts and stops and unnecessary 
idling, and help drivers reduce speed.

Fleet managers can also manage fuel costs 
through a centralized fueling system using bulk 
fuel purchases. By signing bulk fuel contracts, fleet 
managers are often able to purchase from vendors 
willing to pass on cost savings. In addition, a closer 
supplier relationship can make the difference in get-
ting emergency fuel supplies.

Hot topics in operations: green fleets, fuel management

 Fuel continued on page 3
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Buying bulk fuel requires purchase and mainte-
nance of storage tanks. “Managing storage tanks, 
whether above-ground or underground, takes 
constant vigilance,” Fareri said. Tanks holding 
1,l00 gallons or more are subject to strict regula-
tions by the EPA as well as state and local agencies. 
Centralized fueling means requiring operators to 
come to central fueling stations or using mobile 
refueling options taking fuel to them. 

A decentralized fueling system may involve sev-
eral types of fuel cards: universal cards allow broad 
station access; co-branded cards require opera-
tors to find specific fuel stations; fuel company 
fuel cards are easier to obtain but can lessen fuel 
availability. Card options vary in the amount and 
quality of reporting as well as available discounts 
or rebates. Most fuel card companies have a price 
risk management program that allows a fixed 
price which, according to Fareri, is a good way to 

control budget and reduce price volatility but “is 
not a money-making program.”

Breakout sessions following Fareri’s presentation 
brought small groups of participants from many 
cities and counties together to share specific ways 
the green movement has affected public works. 
Efforts reported included the addition of rain gar-
dens, use of porous pavers, auditing and retrofit-
ting buildings, light bulb replacement, turning off 
computers and other electronics at the end of the 
work day, and green initiatives to secure grants and 
establish special committees to address environ-
mental issues. Other green efforts have included 
no-mow areas, planting prairie grasses, use of com-
puter chips that re-program vehicles to get better 
mileage, as well as use of motion lights and LED 
stoplights. LTAP

 —Jeanne Engelmann, freelance writer

Deb Bloom joins LTAP Steering 
Committee

Deb Bloom, city engineer in 
Roseville, joined the LTAP 
Steering Committee last fall. 
She also chairs the Minnesota 
Local Road Research Board.

Bloom replaces Marcus 
Hall of St. Louis County, 
who stepped down from the 
committee. LTAP
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The trend in winter maintenance is 
using more liquids—both to pre-treat 
roadways before winter weather hits 
and to prewet salt applied during a 
storm. But despite the many advan-
tages of liquids, some local public 
agencies have not yet started an anti-
icing program. 

Since recognizing the advantages of 
using liquids for anti-icing in 2003, 
the City of Prior Lake has systemati-
cally adopted a homegrown anti-icing 
program that is becoming a model for 
other Minnesota communities. Prior 
Lake’s Craig Eldred shared the city’s 
strategies for developing an effec-
tive local anti-icing program at the 
Minnesota Fall Maintenance Expo.

Humble beginnings
The city’s interest in anti-icing began 
in 2003 with a look at its past salt 
and sand use. The city found it had 
been using 768 pounds of salt and 
sand mixture per lane mile. The street 
department realized it could use anti-
icing liquids to cut back on salt and 
sand use while improving winter road 
conditions on its streets. To get the 
anti-icing program started, the city 
spent about $15,000 to begin salt brine 
production. This included the pur-
chase of a Veritech brine production 
unit, a Veritech critical spot sprayer 
with radar, and two J-Craft prewet 
tailgate tanks. 

Learning the ropes
Beginning a liquid anti-icing program 
has a learning curve, especially when 
blending your own products. To learn 
how to make and apply liquids the 
right way, Eldred’s team took advan-
tage of useful and low-cost tools avail-
able to local transportation agencies. 
These include:
• The annual American Public Works 

Association (APWA) Conference

• Minnesota LTAP
• The APWA computer training on 

building an effective anti-icing pro-
gram, available on CD at www 
.apwa.net/bookstore/detail 
.asp?PC=PB.E309. 

• The APWA computer training on 
anti-icing and RWIS, available on 
CD at www.apwa.net/bookstore 
/detail.asp?PC=PB.X407. 

• Visits to outside agencies with suc-
cessful anti-icing programs (Prior 
Lake chose McHenry County in 
Illinois)

• The Federal Highway 
Administration’s Manual of Practice 
for an effective anti-icing program, 
available online at www.fhwa.dot 
.gov/reports/mopeap/eapcov.htm. 

Steady expansion
After having success using liquids 
during the 2004 and 2005 winter 
seasons, the city begin a steady 
expansion of its anti-icing program 
and equipment. In 2006, the street 
department spent $56,000 to build 
an addition to its salt storage build-
ing, providing more room for brine 
production. Keeping an eye on value, 
half of the new building was con-
structed in-house by city workers.

In 2007, Prior Lake spent about 
$32,000 to purchase additional 
anti-icing and prewetting equip-
ment. This included five 75-gallon 
prewet tanks, a 1,035-gallon three-
lane applicator, 1,550-gallon and 
6,500-gallon storage tanks, and a 90 
gallons-per-minute transfer pump. 
This winter, it added even more 
equipment including a valve bank for 
blending chemicals, new wiring for 
recirculation pumps, an upgraded 
spot sprayer, improved controllers, 
and more advanced data collection 
equipment.

How it works
The City of Prior Lake has about 
100 center lane miles. Sixty of those 
center lane miles are programmed to 
receive anti-icing treatment before 
winter storms. Target areas include 
collector mains, hills, curves, down-
town businesses, and pickup and 
loader routes. 

To determine how much and what 
type of liquid to apply for anti-icing 
and prewetting, the street department 
uses a set of guidelines based on 
pavement temperatures (see above). 

Reaping the rewards
Prior Lake discovered that a success-
ful anti-icing program has a number 
of rewards. The impact of sodium 
chloride on Minnesota’s waterways 
is a growing concern, and the city’s 
anti-icing program has reduced the 
amount of salt flowing into area 
watersheds. As a result, the city was 
recognized with an Environmental 
Leadership Award in 2006. This 

winter, the city will continue its envi-
ronmental efforts with two projects. 
The first uses a Minnesota Local 
Road Research Board grant to study 
the effectiveness of cane molasses as 
a carrier for anti-icing agents. For 
the second study, the city will use 
only anti-icing liquids in a confined 
watershed and measure the predicted 
reduction in the water’s chloride 
levels.

In addition to environmental 
improvements, the city has seen a 
number of other positive results. It 
has saved money by reducing salt 
usage—going from a salt and sand 
mixture applied at 768 pounds per 
lane mile to straight salt applied at 
391 pounds per lane mile. Loader 
drivers report added traction on their 
routes, the city has seen a return to 
black pavement on collector streets, 
and the program has created safer 
winter driving conditions for the area 
motorists. 

—Megan Tsai, LTAP freelancer

Homegrown anti-icing: lessons from Prior Lake
Prior Lake Snow Removal Equipment Chart
2007–2008 Winter Season 2008–2009 Winter Season
Six Single-Axle Dump Trucks Five Single-Axle Dump Trucks

One Tandem Dump Truck Two Tandem Dump Trucks

Two Loaders Two Loaders

Two One-Ton Trucks (550)

Four Pickup Trucks Two Pickup Trucks

One 200-Gallon Critical Spot Sprayer One 500-Gallon Critical Spot Sprayer

One 1,035-Gallon Slide-in Anti-Icing Unit One 1,035-Gallon Slide-in Anti-Icing Unit

Two Slide-in Sanders

Prior Lake Anti-Icing Guidelines
Pavement Temperature Treatment Application Rate
Above 15 degrees Straight salt brine 50 gallons per lane mile

Below 15 degrees 80 percent salt brine
15 percent Geomelt 
5 percent magnesium chloride

35 gallons per lane mile

Fall Maintenance exPo

Deb Bloom

Fall Expo highlights
The annual Minnesota Fall Maintenance Expo was held October 3 and 4 in St. Cloud.  
Minnesota LTAP is one of several cosponsors of the event. Highlights from three sessions follow.
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I-35W bridge reconstruction keys to success
Within hours of the tragic collapse 
of the St. Anthony Falls (I-35W) 
Bridge, Minnesota Department of 
Transportation (Mn/DOT) project 
manager Jon Chiglo was tapped 
to take the biggest challenge of his 
career—oversee the rebuilding of 
this crucial piece of Minnesota infra-
structure. At the 2008 Minnesota 
Fall Maintenance Expo in St. Cloud, 
Chiglo shared the secrets of the 
design-build project’s success.

Communication
From the moment the I-35W Bridge 
collapsed to the moment it reopened, 
communication was a top priority. Just 
three minutes after the disaster, traffic 
updates were displayed on 20 change-
able message signs throughout the 
Twin Cities metro area and continuous 
live radio broadcasts kept motorists up-
to-date on the latest developments. The 
focus was providing vital information 
directly to the public.

During the project construction 
phase, communication was equally 
important. Project contractor Flatiron 
Construction was chosen largely 
because of its emphasis on commu-
nication among its own team and 
with the public. On the construction 
site, Mn/DOT project managers, the 
Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA), and the contractor shared an 
office space, helping to keep the lines 
of communication constantly open. 
In addition, the bridge’s designer was 
regularly onsite to help interpret plans 
as the bridge was being built—a rare 
occurrence during the construction 
phase of a project.

Keeping the public informed and 
involved in the rebuilding was another 
main concern. “The public is our 
customer, and one of our responsibili-
ties is to make sure the public has an 
opportunity to give input about the 
design from an aesthetic standpoint,” 
says Chiglo. Mn/DOT worked with 
Flatiron Construction to allow the 
public to choose many of the bridge’s 
design elements, increasing public 
support for the project.

Innovation
Completing a design-build project as 
daunting as the I-35W Bridge in just 
over a year required innovative think-
ing and creativity. One of the biggest 
challenges the project team faced 
was casting concrete in the middle 
of a frigid Minnesota winter. When 
the outside of cast concrete cools 
more quickly than the inside, cracks 
can form, causing a safety concern. 
Massive heaters, blowers, and plastic 
insulation were used to keep the cold 
from damaging newly poured con-
crete. Sensors were also placed inside 
the concrete to ensure the proper 
temperature was maintained. After the 
concrete was fully set, it was gradually 
introduced to the cold.

The speed of the rebuilding effort 
presented unique challenges for the 
project team. “Most of the time, con-
struction projects are built sequentially, 
in this project we built everything 
together,” says Chiglo. For Mn/DOT, 
this meant an unprecedented number 
of state workers on the construction 
site to ensure quality and safety stan-
dards were met—as many as 40 each 
day. For the contractor, it meant forgo-
ing the typical construction econo-
mies. For example, instead of casting 
each pier individually and reusing the 
forms, Flatiron Construction brought 
in 10 semi truckloads of plywood 
to build the forms and cast the piers 
simultaneously.

An innovative Mn/DOT strat-
egy also helped keep the cost of 
the rebuilding project down. One 
unknown factor Mn/DOT feared 
would dramatically drive up project 
cost was the possibility of contami-
nated soil on the project site. Instead 
of requiring the contractor to assume 
this risk, Mn/DOT asked the contrac-
tor to haul the soil to a designated 
testing site. Mn/DOT would properly 
dispose of any soil found to be con-
taminated, and the contractor would 
haul away the uncontaminated soil. 
Chiglo estimates assuming the risk for 
contaminated soil disposal saved the 
state millions of dollars.  

Quality
Convincing the skeptics that rebuild-
ing quickly didn’t mean sacrificing 
quality was an uphill battle for the 
St. Anthony Falls Bridge team. “The 
public and the legislature came to us 
frequently concerned about safety and 
quality,” says Chiglo. “They were wor-
ried we were building it too fast to get 
good quality, so those were top con-
cerns for us. In this project, there was 
a common goal of making sure the 
bridge was done right the first time.”

To address quality concerns, the 
project team set out to prove speed 
and quality could go hand-in-hand. 
Throughout the construction phase, 
Mn/DOT and the FHWA were con-
stantly monitoring the quality of 

the materials and the work. In addi-
tion, through a partnership with the 
Minnesota Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA), 
onsite safety inspections were con-
ducted three to five times a week, far 
more frequently than a typical job site. 
The bridge is constructed with state-
of-the-art materials, including high 
performance concrete. An advanced 
sensor system is also built into the 
bridge to provide ongoing safety mon-
itoring. LTAP

—Megan Tsai, LTAP freelancer

St. Anthony Falls 
(I-35W) Bridge Fast 
Facts
Project Cost: $234 million
Bridge Design: Two parallel bridges, 

each with two box girders
Striped for five lanes in each direction
Accommodations for future light rail or 

transit lane
Materials used:
• 17 million pounds of rebar
• 1,000 miles of strand
• 50,000 cubic yards of concrete

Innovative Technologies
Anti-icing system
LED roadway lighting
Smart Bridge technology
Integrated bridge sensor monitoring 
system

The new I-35W bridge over the Mississippi in Minneapolis

Fall Maintenance exPo

Planning such a large gathering requires a great 
deal of preparation and planning, something 
Tom Tufenk, the chairman of the expo’s plan-
ning committee, knows all about. The committee, 
with representatives from the Minnesota Street 
Superintendents Association, Minnesota Public 
Works Association, LTAP, and Mn/DOT, takes 
care of everything from registration to judging 
the always-popular roadeo. Tufenk says the event’s 
success is due to the hard work and commitment 
of the committee. Members are “extremely dedi-
cated, and they work hard to get everything done. 
Everyone has a job, and they take it seriously. 
Their hard work always pays off,” he said. 

City of St. Cloud maintenance supervisor Joe 
Imholte also knows a thing or two about what it 
takes to make the event successful. Imholte has 
been involved with the maintenance expo for a 
number of years and has consistently played a key 

role in planning the event. He serves as the facility 
manager for the expo, which is held in the St. Cloud 
Public Works Building. Imholte and his staff are 
responsible for prepping the building and site for 
the expo, setting up the roadeo course and indoor 
vendor booths, and unloading equipment from 
vendors, as well as cleaning up after the event. 

Like Tufenk, he says the event wouldn’t be pos-
sible without his crew. “Each person has a job duty 
and they perform this to a very high standard,“ 
he said. A lot of the crew bring a helper or two 
on the day of the show for added support. “I can’t 
emphasize what a great group of hard-working 
and dedicated people we have.”

Tufenk and Imholte also agreed that the expo 
is an excellent opportunity for transportation 
officials and employees to learn from each other. 
“I think it’s a pretty good deal for everyone,” said 
Tufenk. “People from different cities, counties, 

and townships get training opportunities they 
might not have access to otherwise. The expo is 
a good way get the information about techniques 
and equipment out to the outlying areas.”

Imholte said the hands-on training in a group 
setting is beneficial for the people who attend the 
expo. “It helps people start thinking about winter,” 
he said. “By talking to different people from other 
cities, counties, and Mn/DOT, we also learn of 
their trials and tribulations and what works for 
them but might not work for others.” 

The expo’s continued success is a reflection of 
the hard work and planning that goes into making 
the event the best it can be, but it’s always a fun 
and worthwhile two days for attendees. Perhaps 
Tufenk put it best: “The expo helps everyone do 
their job better. People need to take care of the 
roads, and everyone benefits.” LTAP

—Sarah Van Nevel, LTAP intern

Expo from page 1
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Fall Maintenance exPo
Ready? Set? Plow! Winter weather strategies for Minnesota’s local airports
For any Minnesota airport, winter 
is a hard time of year. Snow storms, 
freezing rain, and sub-zero tempera-
tures pose problems for even the most 
advanced snow-fighting operation. 
For Minnesota’s many local airports, 
the challenges winter brings are even 
tougher. Many get by with just two 
or three dedicated maintenance staff, 
while others have no assigned staff. 
Instead, local transportation agencies 
must keep these airports safely plowed 
in addition to their countless other 
winter weather responsibilities. 

At the Minnesota Fall Maintenance 
Expo, the Metropolitan Airports 
Commission’s Joe Harris, the City of 
Hutchinson’s John Olson, and  
Mn/DOT Office of Aviation’s Rick 
Braunig shared strategies for effective 
local airport snow removal. 

Develop a plan
Pre-season planning is the key to 
successful airport winter operations.  
Planning should be completed as 
early as possible; July is a good time 
to start. Begin by updating your 
documented snow removal plan—
a step-by-step document detailing 
how airport winter operations will 
proceed. It should include timelines, 
plowing guidelines and techniques, 
important contact information, the 
procedures for closing runways, and 
staff assignments. Having a docu-
mented process in place becomes 
especially important if your airport 
snowplow driver leaves in the off-
season—a fairly common occurrence. 
After your updated snow removal 
plan is complete, review it with your 
airport traffic control tower. 

Communication is key
Communication is another impor-
tant piece of winter preparations. 
Schedule meetings with the key play-

ers involved in your airport’s winter 
operations including local pilots, 
hangar tenants, and your fixed base 
operators (FBOs). Don’t forget to 
include any emergency aircraft oper-
ators, such as medical helicopters. 

During the planning meeting, dis-
cuss your strategy for winter opera-
tions, address any lingering concerns 
from the previous winter season, and 
let everyone know your limitations. 
In addition, make sure the attendees 
know where to find information, 
updates, and answers to their ques-
tions during winter events. After the 
meeting, send out a letter to all your 
tenants and key players explaining 
the winter operations plan and pro-
viding important contact numbers.

Remember to communicate with 
your maintenance staff during pre-
season planning. Schedule a formal 
training for drivers who will be main-
taining the airport during the winter 
season. Use the training to review the 
snow removal plan, familiarize the 
drivers with any specialized equip-
ment, and conduct a dry-run of air-
port plowing operations.

Get ready to go
The off-season is also the time to 
make logistical preparations for win-
ter. Begin by considering last year’s 
winter operations and identifying 
where there is room for improvement. 
If you had a problem with drifting 
snow, ask a farmer to leave some corn 
standing near the runway or draw 
up a plan to create a snow fence. If 
drainage was an issue, give your cul-
verts a good cleaning. Make sure you 
have adequate supplies of sand and a 
warm place to store it. Clearly mark 
any obstructions that could interfere 
with plowing. Finally, test all your 
equipment, and consider adding to or 
upgrading your equipment if possible. 

Plowing strategies 
Keep in mind these important airport 
snow removal strategies when creating 
your snow removal plan and dealing 
with a winter weather event. 

Communicate. Just as communi-
cation is important in pre-season 
planning, it is also crucial during an 
actual snow event. When closing a 
runway for plowing, be sure to trans-
mit a NOTAM (Notice to Airman) in 
advance, and don’t open the runway 
before it is fully plowed. Always check 
to make sure the NOTAM is posted 
and removed—an aircraft attempting 
to land while plows are working is a 
dangerous situation.

Skip the salt. A good street plow-
ing is not the same as a good runway 
plowing. Never use salt on a runway. 
Instead, use sand or a chemical spe-
cifically designed for airport use. Salt 
is not allowed on runways, taxiways, 
or ramps. 

Think like a pilot. When plowing, 
remember the sides and ends of the 
runway must be cleared. Pilots need to 
see the runway lights from the air, and 

snow banks should be far enough back 
to provide plenty of wingtip clearance. 
Early in the season, push snow drifts 
as far back as possible. Once snow 
banks are established, it can be dif-
ficult to push them farther from the 
runway. 

Pay attention to details. Don’t forget 
to plow around lights and navigational 
aids, and clear the sensors on the 
automated weather observing station 
(AWOS). When plowing around lights 
and signs use caution, because the 
force of a plow can easily break them.

Give pilots somewhere to go. Finally, 
remember to clear more than just the 
main runway, or you leave pilots with 
nowhere to go. A good guideline is to 
plow your main runway first, followed 
by the taxiways, aircraft loading areas, 
public roadways, secondary runways 
and taxiways, hangar taxi lanes, and 
finally, vehicle parking areas. LTAP

—Megan Tsai, LTAP freelancer

Russian, Somali, and Hmong, Smith also helps 
educate city professionals on culturally specific 
practices such as particular body language cues, 
familial roles, and religious differences. 

“It’s about having an awareness that people in 
different cultures do things differently,” she explained. 

Smith also coordinates local speaking series featur-
ing Bloomington citizens who have unique cultural 
experiences, such as former refugees, to share their 
thoughts about moving to and living in Minnesota. 

Obviously, it’s impossible to grasp complex 
cultural nuances in just one sitting, but to help 
you interact with people from other cultures, 
Minnesota LTAP has compiled the following short 
list of helpful tips. 

Stereotyping 
It’s important to remember when interacting with 
people from different cultures not to stereotype 
them based on your previous experiences with 
their culture. People develop different sets of 
values, preferences, and styles of communication 
based on a diverse number of factors in their lives. 
Just because one person was raised in the same 
country as another doesn’t mean they’ll hold the 
same values. 

Language
Language and communication differences are 
undoubtedly the most difficult obstacles to over-
come. To ease communication strains with non-
English speakers, try to avoid jargony words, speak 
slowly, and be patient. Remember, the English 
language is infamous for its grammatical and 
pronunciation complexities, and even native English 
speakers sometimes stumble over correct spelling 
and word context.

Time differences
Most Americans gauge their daily schedule on 
the hands of a clock, understanding productivity 
through the maximization of time. But other 
countries, especially Latin American and African 
nations, often see time as plentiful rather than 
fleeting. The concept of strict deadlines, therefore, 
can be confusing to non-Westerners. 

Individual versus collective
One of the most significant differences to consider 
when working with people from different cultures 
is the individual versus collective mindset. For 
example, many Americans operate as individuals, 
gauging their successes or failures on their 

independent contributions to their company; this 
is often valued as a trait of independence and self-
made success. Collectivist cultures, on the other 
hand, value employees who work well in groups and 
have loyalty toward other employees as well as their 
company. This can sometimes change workplace 
dynamics and make it more difficult to measure 
accomplishment based on Western standards. 

Cultural diversity doesn’t just entail differences 
in dress and language. It also encompasses different 
ways of thinking, managing, and communicating. 
Diversity is a concept that counters discrimination 
and embraces the inclusion of people with various 
experiences and backgrounds such education, 
parental status, geographic location, language, and 
culture. Diversity is about learning from others, 
providing support and respect to those with 
similar and different experiences, and creating an 
encouraging workplace that welcomes new opinions. 

Whether they’re your coworkers, friends, or clients, 
it’s always important to be courteous, respectful, and 
inviting to others. And if you find yourself stumbling 
around unfamiliar cultural traits, remember Smith’s 
number one rule. “Just ask the person.” LTAP

—Kathryn Nelson, LTAP intern

Primer from page 1
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About 100 languages and dialects are spoken in 
Minnesota—just one reason why communicating 
traffic safety information to non-English-speakers is 
challenging, said Gail Weinholzer, director of public 
affairs with AAA Minnesota/Iowa. The cultures and 
perspectives of these populations vary greatly as 
well. “It’s such a wide array that you can’t pigeonhole 
a particular group,” she said.

She made her comments in one of the sessions 
at the 2008 Toward Zero Deaths conference, held 
October 7 and 8 in Rochester, Minn. The annual 
event serves as a forum for sharing information on 
how to reduce the number of fatalities and injuries 
on Minnesota roads. 

Immigrants settling in Minnesota often come 
from areas that lack our complex transportation 
systems, Weinholzer said, and their top priorities 
once here generally revolve around economics, 
such as where to live, how to make a living, how 
the government works, and where to educate their 
children, rather than traffic safety. “In some cases, 
they may have never owned a car, or driven on an 
interstate—never used a seat belt let alone a car 
seat or booster seat,” she added.

When thinking of how to communicate traf-
fic safety to non-English speaking populations, 
consider that if they’ve come from a developing 
country, they may distrust law enforcement offi-
cers, Weinholzer said—“so sending a bunch of uni-
formed officers to talk to them may not be the best 
approach.” Also, some immigrants may speak their 
language but be unable to read or write it, thus mak-
ing written materials ineffective.

 Rather than watch mainstream television news 
or read the major dailies, recent immigrants tend 
to look to leaders within their own communities 
(for example, a local mosque) for means of assimi-
lation and to “learn the ropes,” Weinholzer said. 
She suggested seeking out community leaders to 
partner with, and speak through, to reach target 
populations. 

Other ways to reach non-English-speakers are 
through community events such as Cinco de Mayo 
and Hmong New Year and local targeted media 
(e.g., alternative-language newspapers, radio 

stations)—but be aware these media change fre-
quently (often due to funding) and cover a limited 
area, Weinholzer added.

Next, Lydia McDonald, executive director of 
ECHO—Emergency, Community, and Health 
Outreach—described how her organization devel-
ops and communicates educational and emergency 
information to populations with limited English 
proficiency. ECHO’s outlets include the Internet 
and e-mail, television, telephone, and community 
partners.

About 18,000 immigrants who don’t speak English 
as their primary language arrive in Minnesota every 
year, and ECHO reaches about 85 percent of them, 
McDonald said. 

ECHO partners with public health, safety, and 
other government agencies, ethnic advisory orga-
nizations, and private and nonprofit organizations 
to disseminate safety-related messages from these 
groups, translating the messages for the appropriate 
language and culture as needed.

An event such as the I-35W bridge collapse, 
which affected many non-English speakers, empha-
sized the need to get information to these popula-
tions during a crisis. ECHO was among those called 
upon to help. “These cultures often don’t have PDAs 
or Web access, but they may have cell phones,” 
McDonald noted.

In a local emergency, ECHO Phone, Fax, and Web 
will provide details about the type of emergency and 
what individuals should do to protect themselves 
and their families. In a statewide emergency, ECHO 
TV will also broadcast live. 

The last two Saturdays of every month ECHO 
airs health education programming on ECHO TV. 
ECHO Phone (1-888-883-8831) provides non-
emergency health advice through recorded advi-
sories in 10 languages. ECHO e-mail sends health 
and safety information to dozens of community 
organizations that have agreed to serve as ECHO 
partners. These partners, considered trusted 
sources of information, pass the messages along 
to people in their communities. In an emergency, 
ECHO E-mail will send emergency bulletins and 
update those partners as the situation changes. 

By tailoring messages to fit particular cultures, 
ECHO is able to help bridge the gap between “offi-
cials” and “cultures.” “It takes a government message 
and puts a face on it,” McDonald said. “In this con-
text it makes it much more believable.” LTAP

—Jeanne Engelmann, LTAP freelancer 

saFety

The Traffic Corner: A stop sign for every corner?
By Mike Spack, President, Spack Consulting

As my high school driver’s ed 
teacher, Mr. Shrake, told 
me—when in doubt, 
yield to the car on 
your right. He 
also taught me to 
drive at or below 
the speed limit. 
These are actu-
ally laws.  Pretty 
straightforward, 
yet there is a seg-
ment of our popula-
tion that doesn’t get it. 

In neighborhoods, some 
cities have chosen to put two-
way stop control at alternating 
intersections (called the bas-
ketweave by traffic engineers) to 
bring more order. St. Paul and 
Minneapolis jumped on this 
bandwagon about a decade ago. 
John Maczko (St. Paul’s current 
city engineer and the city’s traffic 

engineer a decade ago) told me 
this had an immediate posi-

tive effect when the signs 
were installed. Speeds 

and crash rates 
dropped in the 
neighborhoods. 
But, he also told 
me these gains 
have eroded after 
a decade—speeds 

and crashes have 
slowly climbed back to 

the original rates.  
The City of Richfield did an 

about-face on its stop-sign policy 
about a year ago. It used to be hard-
core against proliferating stop signs, 
but now it is implementing the 
basketweave through the city. The 
city did a year-long trial and found 
motorist speeds were down 64 per-
cent of the time and crashes were 
cut in half. It would be interesting 

to know if the benefits are short- or 
long-lived. If I had to bet my lucky 
silver dollar, I would predict the 
short-term gain St. Paul experienced. 

Richfield’s new stop sign policy is 
on its Web site (www.ci.richfield 
.mn.us/publicworks/streets/stopsigns 
.htm). If you deal with stop sign poli-
cies, I highly recommend you read 
through the policy. At a minimum, 
I hope you follow the Minnesota 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices, Chapter 2B(www.dot 
.state.mn.us/trafficeng/otepubl/mutcd 
/mnmutcd2008/mn%20mutcd-2B%20
2008.pdf) when determining where to 
place stop signs. LTAP

(Mike Spack, P.E., is the president 
of Spack Consulting. Before starting 
his firm, Spack worked for the City of 
Maple Grove as traffic engineer. He is 
a regular contributor to the newsletter, 
writing brief articles on traffic engi-
neering topics.)

Communicating traffic safety information to non-English-speaking populations

TZD program launches 
redesigned Web site

The Minnesota Toward Zero Deaths program 
launched a redesigned Web site, minnesotatzd.org, 
at the Annual TZD Conference.

The new site features year-to-date tracking of 
traffic fatalities, a gateway to safety statistics, more 
user-friendly navigation, and expanded cover-
age of topics included in the Minnesota Strategic 
Highway Safety Plan. The site also offers tips for 
how groups can organize to identify and help find 
solutions to the traffic safety problems in their 
communities. LTAP

TZD proceedings, presentations 
online

A proceedings of the TZD conference will be published 
in early 2009. Some of the session topics of interest to 
local agency personal include:

•  Minnesota’s Strategic Highway Safety Plan
•  Signs and Stripes for Safety Sake
•  Intersection Collision Prevention Overview
To receive a copy, call the Center for Transportation 

Studies (CTS) at 612-626-1077 or visit www.cts.umn 
.edu/publications. In addition, many of the presenters’ 
Powerpoints are posted.

Toward Zero Deaths is a multiagency partner-
ship that includes representatives from Mn/DOT, the 
Minnesota Department of Public Safety, the Minnesota 
State Patrol, the Federal Highway Administration, and 
CTS. The conference was hosted by the CTS and spon-
sored by Mn/DOT, the Department of Public Safety, and 
the Minnesota TZD program. LTAP

TERRA publishes fourth 
fact sheet

A new fact sheet from the 
Transportation Engineering Road 
Research Alliance (TERRA) high-
lights pervious concrete research and 
implementation. See  
www.terraroadalliance.org. LTAP 

STOP?
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inFoRMation seRvices
The Shelf
Questions? Contact Arlene Mathison, Minnesota LTAP librarian, 612-624-3646, amathison@cts.umn.edu.

Reports
Analysis of Aircraft Overruns and 
Undershoots for Runway Safety Areas 
(Transportation Research Board, ACRP 
Report 3)

This report explores overrun and undershoot 
accident and incident data conditions relating 
to these occurrences. www.trb.org/news 
/blurb_detail.asp?ID=8928

Bridge Evaluation Quality Assurance in 
Europe (Transportation Research Board, 
FHWA-PL-08-016)

Summarizes the findings of a 2007 
European scanning trip that explored bridge 
inspection quality assurance practices in 
Denmark, Finland, France, and Germany. 
Input from representatives from Norway and 
Sweden is also included in the report. www 
.trb.org/news/blurb_detail.asp?id=9055 

Guidelines for Selection of Speed 
Reduction Treatments at High-Speed 
Intersections (Transportation Research 
Board, NCHRP Report 613)

This report evaluates the effectiveness of 
treatments to reduce vehicle speeds at high-
speed intersections. www.trb.org/news 
/blurb_detail.asp?ID=9263 

Long Term Pavement Performance 
Computed Parameter: Moisture Content 
(Federal Highway Administration, FHWA-
HRT-08-035)

A study was conducted to compute in situ 
soil parameters based on time domain reflec-
tometry (TDR) traces obtained from Long Term 
Pavement Performance test sections instru-
mented for the seasonal monitoring program. 
A comprehensive description of a new method 
developed as part of the study to estimate 

moisture content, dry density, reflectivity, and 
conductivity of the soil from TDR traces is pro-
vided in the report. www.fhwa.dot.gov 
/pavement/ltpp/pubs/08035

The Impact of Legislation, Enforcement, 
and Sanctions on Safety Belt Use 
(Transportation Research Board, NCHRP 
Report 601)

This report focuses on the impact of legisla-
tion, enforcement, and sanctions in increasing 
safety belt usage. www.trb.org/news 
/blurb_detail.asp?id=8650 

Informational Report on Lighting Design 
for Midblock Crosswalks (Federal 
Highway Administration, FHWA-
HRT-08-053)

This report provides information on lighting 
parameters and design criteria that should 
be considered when installing fixed roadway 
lighting for midblock crosswalks. www.trb.org 
/news/blurb_detail.asp?id=9066 

Minimum Retroreflectivity Levels for Blue 
and Brown Traffic Signs (Federal Highway 
Administration, FHWA-HRT-05-029)

This report describes the research activities 
and consequent findings related to the devel-
opment of recommendations for MR levels 
for white-on-blue signs and white-on-brown 
signs. www.tfhrc.gov/safety/pubs/08029 
/index.htm#toc 

Racial and Gender Diversity in State 
DOTs and Transit Agencies: A Benchmark 
Scoping (Transportation Research Board, 
TCRP Report 120/NCHRP Report 585)

TRB’s Transit Cooperative Research Program 
(TCRP) and National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program (NCHRP) are conducting a 

project to identify sources of existing data on 
the race and gender of employees of state 
departments of transportation (DOTs), transit 
agencies, and contract employees of public 
transit agencies; assess the quality of the 
data; identify data gaps and needs necessary 
to establish a credible benchmark; establish a 
baseline reflecting the current status of racial 
and gender diversity in state DOTs and transit 
agencies; and recommend a comprehensive 
work plan for development of a benchmark 
that will enable the credible measurement 
and tracking of diversity within state DOTs and 
transit agencies and for contract employees of 
public transit agencies. www.trb.org/news 
/blurb_detail.asp?ID=8027 

Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
From Transportation Sources in 
Minnesota (Center for Transportation 
Studies University of Minnesota, CTS 
08-10)

The 2007 Minnesota Next Generation 
Energy Act established goals for reducing 
statewide greenhouse gas emissions. This 
report investigates strategies for meeting 
those reductions in Minnesota’s transportation 
sector. www.cts.umn.edu/Research/Featured 
/GreenhouseGas/index.html 

Report of the National Surface 
Transportation Policy and Revenue Study 
Commission: Transportation for Tomorrow 
(National Surface Transportation 
Policy and Revenue Study Commission, 
12/1/2007)

This report includes detailed recommenda-
tions for creating and sustaining a pre-eminent 
surface transportation system in the United 
States. www.transportationfortomorrow.org 
/final_report

Transportation System Preservation 
Research, Development, and 
Implementation Roadmap (Federal 
Highway Administration, 1/1/2008)

This study aims to delineate the most criti-
cal knowledge gaps in pavement and bridge 
preservation and the research necessary to fill 
those gaps. www.tsp2.org/roadmap
LTAP

Search me
The Minnesota LTAP Web site 

features custom search engines to 
help you find information. You can 
search:
 •LTAP & TTAP Centers
 •State DOTs
 •Transit agencies
 •University transportation centers

Bookmark www.mnltap.umn.edu 
/SearchOptions.html.

Another great resource is TLCat, 
the Transportation Libraries 
Catalog. It is an online data-
base of the leading transporta-
tion libraries with extensive 
transportation-related research 
and publications. Along with 
links to many other organiza-
tions, TLCat is accessible at www.
mnltap.umn.edu/KnowHow/
TransportationOrganizations.html. 
LTAP

Maintenance Research Corner
Staff of Mn/DOT’s Maintenance Operations 
Research (MOR), along with the members of 
the Mn/DOT New Technology, Research, and 
Equipment Committee (NTREC), publish a 
monthly one-page bulletin of their latest news and 
findings. Below are highlights from recent bulle-
tins. If you would like to be added to the bulletin 
mailing list, please e-mail Farideh Amiri of  
Mn/DOT Maintenance Research at farideh.amiri@
dot.state.mn.us.

Modified augers
New augers will give operators the ability to 

apply anywhere between 34 lbs. and 820 lbs. per 
lane mile yet still avoid bridging the material. 
This will allow Mn/DOT to reduce salt usage and 
maintain roads at a much lower cost per lane mile. 
It also puts less of a demand on equipment and 
reduces the wear and tear on sanders, motors, 
and controllers by allowing them to operate in a 
smooth and continuous manner. This is in contrast 
to the current method of starting and stopping, 
which applies large amounts of material in some 
areas and none in others. These augers will be 
evaluated by districts 1, 2, 3A, 6 and 8.

Call Ryan Otte, research project manager, 
Central Office, 651-366-3585.

Wheel saw
The WS18 is a skid-steer attachment cutting 

wheel made to cut concrete, blacktop, and frozen 
ground. This unit is powered by the hydraulics from 
the skid loader. It has the ability to cut up to 18 
inches deep and can cut through rebar. The WS18 
has been used for cutting blacktop patches, culverts, 
and grooves in paving material before trenching 
is done. Steve Lueken, District 6 Owatonna shop 
supervisor, said, “We have only started to see the 
potential uses for this machine while making bridge 
deck repairs and fixing potholes.”

Call Lueken, 507-446-5530.

Air vizion
The Air Vizion system removes water droplets or 

snow that accumulates on mirrors using compressed 
air. During rain or snow and ice events, the mirror 
is cleared by delivering a burst of compressed air to 
the mirror surface. The compressed air is generated 
by the air compressor mounted on the truck engine. 
Removal of these water droplets or snow greatly 
enhances driver visibility. This will improve vehicle 
safety, reduce accidents and their associated dam-
age, and eliminate the need to hand-wipe mirrors. 

Call Tom Osthoff, Metro District supervisor, 612-
520-3560, or see www.airvizion.com. LTAP
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Calendar
If your professional organization meets on a regular basis, let us include the information here. Contact us at mnltap@umn.edu.
For an up-to-date list of events in Minnesota, please see the LTAP workshops and events calendar: www.mnltap.umn.edu/events.

Date Event Location Contact

January–February

LTAP Jan.–Feb. Work-Zone Traffic Control Seminar (0.5 cr) Statewide Highway Technologies, 800-766-5483, Mike.Leaf@hwy-tech.com
LTAP Jan.–Feb. Truck-Weight Compliance Training (1 cr) Statewide Shirley Mueffelman, 612-624-4754, cceconf2@umn.edu
LTAP Feb. 3 8th Annual Road Salt Symposium (1 cr) Brooklyn Center, Minn. jeanne@freshwater.org, 952-471-9773, www.freshwater.org
LTAP Feb. 11 Traffic Engineering Fundamentals (1 cr) St. Paul, Minn. Sonja Piper, 651-604-4876 or Jim Grothaus, 612-625-8373
LTAP Feb. 12 13th Annual Minnesota Pavement Conference (1 cr) St. Paul, Minn. Shirley Mueffelman, 612-624-4754, cceconf2@umn.edu
LTAP Feb. 24 Pavement Rehabilitation: Products, Processes, and Strategies (1 cr) Grand Rapids, Minn. Shirley Mueffelman, 612-624-4754, cceconf2@umn.edu
LTAP Feb. 26 Pavement Rehabilitation: Products, Processes, and Strategies (1 cr) Mankato, Minn. Shirley Mueffelman, 612-624-4754, cceconf2@umn.edu
LTAP Feb. 27 Pavement Rehabilitation: Products, Processes, and Strategies (1 cr) Twin Cities metro Shirley Mueffelman, 612-624-4754, cceconf2@umn.edu

March–April

LTAP March Work-Zone Traffic Control Seminar (0.5 cr) Statewide Highway Technologies, 800-766-5483, Mike.Leaf@hwy-tech.com
LTAP March–Apr. Truck-Weight Compliance Training (1 cr) Statewide Shirley Mueffelman, 612-624-4754, cceconf2@umn.edu
 March 4 53rd Annual Asphalt Contractors’ Workshop / Quality Initiative Workshop Brooklyn Center, Minn.  www.asphaltisbest.com/calendar.asp
LTAP March 12 Gravel Road Maintenance and Design (1 cr) Virginia, Minn. Shirley Mueffelman, 612-624-4754, cceconf2@umn.edu
 March 16–18 Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists (AAPT) Annual Meeting Minneapolis, Minn. www.asphalttechnology.org
LTAP March 17 Gravel Road Maintenance and Design (1 cr) Mankato, Minn. Shirley Mueffelman, 612-624-4754, cceconf2@umn.edu
 March 17–18 ATSSA “How to” Conference Fargo, N. Dak.  www.atssa.com
LTAP March 19 Gravel Road Maintenance and Design (1 cr) Willmar, Minn. Shirley Mueffelman, 612-624-4754, cceconf2@umn.edu
 Apr. 14–15 Spring Maintenance Training Expo St. Cloud, Minn.  www.mnltap.umn.edu/Expo

tRaining and edUcation

SHARE YOUR

PLEASE ROUTE TO OTHERS

LTAP workshops 
LTAP workshops, along with events cosponsored by 
Minnesota LTAP, are marked with an LTAP above. 
Check the Web for details: www.mnltap.umn.edu 
/workshops. You may also register online.

Brochures advertising upcoming LTAP workshops 
are mailed six weeks prior to the first scheduled 
workshop. Electronic notices are sent as a reminder 
approximately three weeks later. To be included on 
our electronic mailing list, contact Minnesota LTAP at 
mnltap@umn.edu or call 612-625-1813. 

Disability accommodations are provided upon re-
quest.

CTAP workshops
If the events above aren’t convenient for you, con-
sider scheduling a Circuit Training and Assistance 
Program (CTAP) workshop in your neck of the woods. 
CTAP uses a fully equipped van to provide on-site 
technical assistance and training. Current CTAP train-
ing courses and special presentations are:
•   Asphalt Pavement Maintenance and Preservation 

(0.5 cr)
•   Culvert Installation and Maintenance (0.5 cr)
•   Gravel Road Maintenance / Dust Control (0.5 cr)
•   Roadside Vegetation Management and Erosion 

Control (0.5 cr)
•   Snow and Ice Control Material Application (0.5 cr)
•   Truck and Equipment Washing Best Practices (0.5 cr)
•   Work-Zone Traffic Control and Flagger Training  

(0.5 cr)

CTAP workshops are informal and usually hands-
on—in fact, many are held in or adjacent to mainte-
nance facilities. Sites with easy access for the van are 
preferred. CTAP fees are $250.00 for 8 to 10 partici-
pants and $350.00 for 11 to 40 participants. The fees 
are for a two- to four-hour CTAP workshop. To sched-
ule classes, call the CTAP instructor, Kathy Schaefer, 
at 651-366-3575, or e-mail Kathleen.Schaefer@dot 
.state.mn.us. 

Roads Scholar credit
You can earn credits in Minnesota LTAP’s Roads 
Scholar program by attending LTAP and CTAP work-
shops and other cosponsored events (credits are 
indicated above). Required workshops and electives 
are subject to change. To learn more or enroll in the 
program, visit www.mnltap.umn.edu/roadsscholar. 
LTAP

A large number of baby boomers are preparing 
to leave the work force. Increasingly they will be 
replaced by younger workers, who have different 
attitudes and expectations about the role of work 
in their lives. This transition presents a new chal-
lenge for many transportation agencies and may 
affect their ability to get supervisors and field 
crews to reach their full potential.

The answer to the problem for proactive depart-
ments is to provide more training and coaching of 
their employees. Many transportation departments 
don’t have formal training programs, and making 
time to train employees is challenging because of 
time constraints. But leaving workers to learn by 
the trial-and-error method is not productive.

Set a goal to conduct training that will help your 
employees succeed. Your training goal should be to 
provide 40 hours of training per employee, per year. 
The total cost probably won’t be more than 2 per-
cent of your payroll cost, but your return will be 
much higher improvement in worker productivity.

How to proceed
First, schedule a meeting with supervisors or crew 
chiefs to select and prioritize training topics. In 
future years, make it a habit to cover the same top-
ics plus new ones. There are always new people, and 
refresher classes reinforce correct performance.

Second, allocate training time each week, such 
as 30 minutes every Wednesday morning. Training 

can be held in the office or out in the field. Either 
way, it should be interactive.

Third, tell them what you want them to learn. 
Then show them, let them do it, and tell them again.

Fourth, follow up by coaching participants until 
they get it right. Recognize those who do a good job.

Fifth, share training duties among your crew, 
based on experience and skill. Make sure everyone 
gets a chance to teach.

Outside expertise
Your department also should use outside people 
to instruct on new or technical tasks. Bringing 
in a specialist to train or sending employees off 
site to interactive seminars and workshops is well 
worth the investment. You should interact with 
them after they get back on the job so they can 
implement their new skills. This also might offer a 
learning opportunity for you and other members 
of your crew.

Accomplishments
People want to make a meaningful contribution 
on the job, and they want to be recognized for 
their efforts. Training does this and it also fosters 
team spirit and more enthusiasm for their work. 
Training and coaching should be used to build 
productivity and quality of work. LTAP

Reprinted from Idaho LTAP’s September 2008 
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Training enables workers to achieve full potential

Motor-grader operator training will be held in the 
summer of 2009. The training is a two-day course, 
delivered on-site using an agency’s own facili-
ties and equipment. This allows attendees to learn 
on the equipment they operate in the workplace. 
Specific dates and locations for the training will be 
announced at a later date. Watch our Web site for 
news. LTAP

Motor grader operator 
training this summer 

Leading multiple generations

For the first time, four generations with distinctly 
different sets of values are in the transportation 
workplace. As discussed in the fall 2006 Exchange, 
this diversity has implications for managers. For 
example, Generation Xers prefer to work indepen-
dently, while those in Generation Y—today’s young-
est workers—need supervision and structure.

To read more, see www.cts.umn.edu/Publications 
/CTSReport/2006/07/SpeakerSharesAdvice.html. 
LTAP


